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judgment? Yet, if such explanations do not make it
clear why Mill's sentiments should have degenerated into
sentimentality, we can only fall back upon that subtle
sense of difference in mind, character, and experience
which, even in those who are exempt from what we
euphemistically call *' romance," serves to make intellec-
tual companionship between men and women at once
so great and so bewildering a stimulus.
It still remains to estimate the extent to which Mrs,
Taylor, both before and after her marriage with Mill,
made actual contributions to his thoughts and his pub-
lished works. And here Mill gives us abundant help in
the Autobiography* When first he knew her, his thoughts
were turning to the subject of Logic, But his published
work on the subject owed nothing to her, he tells us, in
its doctrines. It was Mill's custom to write the whole of
a book so as to get his general scheme complete, and
then laboriously to re-write it in order to perfect the
phrases and the composition, Doubtless Mrs, Taylor
was of considerable help to him as a critic of style. But
to lie a critic of doctrine she, was hardly qualified. Mill
has some clear admissions on this point "The only
actual revolution which has ever taken place in my
modes of thinking was already complete,"1* he says,
before her influence became paramount. There is a
curiously humble estimate of his own powers (to which
Dr. Bain has called attention), which reads at first sight
as if it contradicted this, "During the greater part of
my literary life I have performed the office in relation to
her, which, from a rather early period, I had considered
as the most useful part that 1 was qualified to take in the
i p.  *9G.

